
War in the Clouds
World War Two in the air of Western Europe

Part Three



The Reconquest 
of Western 

Europe



Background
• Neither the USAAF nor the RAF gave any serious 

consideration to close air support (CAS) before WW2.
– As a result, the Luftwaffe’s spectacular successes in Poland   

and especially France came as a nasty surprise.
– As a result of the Battle of France, the RAF was quick to pick 

up on the importance of CAS.
• After the Battle of Britain, the decision was made to send 

many Hurricanes (Mk IIIs) to Africa to take up the CAS 
mission while keeping the Spitfires in England.



Russia
• Hitler’s invasion of Russia (June 1941), had an immediate 

impact on the war in the west:
– Defeating England was never again a serious threat
– The RAF immediately achieved air superiority in the 

Mediterranean and North Africa.
– After Stalingrad (January 1943), the Germans gave up any 

hope of air superiority anywhere in Western Europe except 
over Germany itself.



Circus Offensive (May to Dec 1941)

• A series of offensive operations designed to keep as 
many German fighters as possible in the west while 
establishing air superiority over western Europe.
– In May 1941, most remaining German aircraft were being sent 

to Russia.
• There were several different Circus Offensives including 

Ramrod, Ranger, Roadstead, and Rhubarb missions.
– All were bomber or fighter bomber operations with heavy 

Spitfire escorts and were designed to shoot down lots of 
German fighters. 



Circus Offensive (May to Dec 1941) (2)
• Generally recognized as RAF’s worse defeat in 

history.
– RAF claimed 711 German planes shot down
– Actual numbers: 103 for a loss of 411 Spitfires.

• From Dec’41 until Jun’43, relative quiet in Western 
Europe
– Mostly small periodic nighttime German bomber raids.
– There was a steady buildup in British strategic bombing 

as we will discuss shortly.



In August 1941, the Focke-Wulf – 190A showed up over France 
and immediately proved itself superior to the Spitfire Mk. V. This 
would remain a problem until the Mk. IX went into production in 
June of 1942.  



Meanwhile
• The British started developing CAS procedures in an ad hoc fashion 

in Africa.
– “Hurribombers” (purpose-built CAS aircraft)

• At El Alamein, 72 units destroyed 39 tanks, 438 other vehicles, 42 gun
positions, 4 ammo dumps for the loss of 11 hurribombers

– Forward Air Observers (another German idea)
– Cab Rank tactics

• In Oct ’41, the Desert Air Force was established.
– Hurribombers & Warhawks

• This proved so successful that in June ‘43, the 2d Tactical Air Force 
was created in England to provide CAS for the invasion of Europe. 
– 820 aircraft (mostly Spitfires & Typhoons; later they would add ≈2000 B-25s, 

Mosquitos, Tempests, Whirlwinds, and photo/recon units).

A/M D’Albiac
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The USAAF enters the fray
• 9th Air Force was created in Africa in 

April ‘42 and started learning CAS 
from the British.

• In Oct ‘43, 9th Air Force was re-
created in England.  
– By June of ‘44, it was up to 5000 

aircraft & 200,000 men.
– A-20s, A-26s, A-36s, B-26s, P-38s, 

and P-47s
Mgen Lewis Brereton
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As a data point, in 
the summer of 
1944, P-47s
dropped 120,000 
tons of bombs, 
several thousand 
tanks of napalm, 
fired 135M .50 cal
bullets, and 60,000 
rockets, all on the 
Wehrmacht and its 
transportation and 
supply systems.
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D-Day
• The Allies had complete air supremacy on D-Day.

– However, the Luftwaffe AA units were still very active 
shooting down 2000 Allied planes in the 9 weeks prior.

• Inventories: Allied ≈ 11,500 aircraft, Luftwaffe < 300
– Essentially all of these were destroyed in the first few hours

• Sorties: Allied-13,688; German- 309
– The last Luftwaffe mission was flown on June 10th when four 

FW-190’s took off and were promptly shot down.
• Reasons:

– Eisenhower’s demand for control of the heavy bombers
– Sweeps by 2d TAF and 9th AF aircraft
– German priorities for their pilots

1. German homeland
2. Eastern Front
3. Mediterranean
4. Western Front

“…we never saw a 
German aircraft the 
whole time.”



Allied Air Plan for D-Day



D-Day and Beyond

• Within 10 days, 2d TAF and 9th AF units were operating 
from airbases just behind allied lines.

• Operation Overlord (Battle of Normandy) ran from 6 June 
until 30 August. During this battle:
– The Allies flew 408,317 sorties in support of the ground forces

• ≈ 4800 sorties per day
– Losses came to 4,101 aircraft almost all due to AA fire
– The Luftwaffe lost 2,127 aircraft (basically every unit they threw 

into the battle was lost, often on the first mission)



Beyond D-Day
• CAS units (flying 3000 sorties per day) became the single 

most important element in the speed of advance across.
• After the war, the Germans (Rundstedt) would attribute 

the Allied victory in Western Europe to:
– The “unheard-of superiority of  your air force”
– Lack of fuel & oil
– The destruction of all railroads behind German lines

• All three of these are the result of Allied air supremacy



Operation Bodenplatte
• The Germans were able to put up only one final challenge 

to air supremacy: Operation Bodenplatte (1 January 
1945)

• The Germans amassed 1035 aircraft and achieved 
complete tactical surprise attacking 17 allied airbases.
– Allied losses: 290 on the ground, 190 damaged, 15 shot down
– German losses: 274 planes, 143 pilots died, 70 became POWs
– The Allies replaced all losses within two weeks.
– The Luftwaffe never recovered from this loss of pilots even 

more so than the loss of planes



Operation Bodenplatte



Strategic Bombing of Germany



Preliminaries
• Going into the war, both US and British “true believers” 

adamantly maintained that:
1. That the bombers would always get through
2. That the bombers could defend themselves
3. That the bombers could hit specific targets with accuracy
4. That bombing could win the war without the army or navy

• By war’s end,
– 1 would be shown to be mostly true but at terrible cost
– 2,3,&4 would be shown to be wrong, at least with the 

technology available in WWII.



Preliminaries (2)

• Both the RAF and USAAF were 
committed to strategic bombing 
before the war started.

• The tone for strategic bombing 
was set at Madrid, Guenica, 
Warsaw, and Rotterdam.
– Each of these cases, however, was 

terror bombing as a policy decision.

Rotterdam



Britain goes it alone
(1939 – 1942)



Early Days
• In 1939, the RAF limited itself to precision bombing, 

mining German coastal shipping (“gardening”), and 
dropping millions of leaflets.

• Results were consistently poor both in terms of damage 
inflicted and losses.
– Sept 4; 7 of 30 Wellingtons lost attacking Wilhelmshaven
– In the following three months, there are a series of raids with 

high losses and no results finally leading to….
– Dec 18; 12 of 24 lost at Schillig Roads



Defense of the Reich
Early Days

• Luftwaffe did not see a need for a defense program for 
German air space
– The offensive structure of the Blitzkrieg made it unnecessary
– Hitler believed that AAA would be enough
– The RAF so far had not been a serious threat

• As a result, Germany had only seven fighter wings in 
Germany proper and would not get serious about air 
defense until 1941.
– Fortunately for them, the RAF was also not ready to conduct a 

serious strategic offense.  



1940
• On March 15, the first truly strategic attack is made on 

Germany when the Ruhr is targeted (with little results).
• On the 17th however, oil tanks at Hamburg are 

successfully destroyed. 
• May 1940, RAF begins night attacks on Germany in order 

to reduce losses. Also conducts missions to interrupt 
invasion preparations.

• Aug 24, 43 bombers in retaliation attack on Berlin.
• Early Sept. sees several attacks on Berlin, but the focus is 

on invasion preparations. 



1940 (2)
• October 29; Berlin attacked for the 25th time. No 

designated targets are hit but some civilians are killed.
• RAF is ordered to shift to “area bombing”.
• In Nov/Dec, RAF attacks Mannheim, Sylt, Hamburg (four 

times) doing some damage and attacks Berlin several 
times with poor results.

• These raids are all at night and are getting larger (134 @ 
Mannheim and 131 @ Hamburg)



Defense of the Reich
(1940)

• (1940) The Germans start to build the Kammhuber Line 
which will be fully in place by 1943.

• A “belt” broken up into boxes; the whole system built 
around:
– Freya long-range radar - Wurzburg short range radar
– Searchlights - Civilian Observer Corps
– AA guns - (Night & Day) fighters w/
– IFF - Lichtenstein AI radar

• It was similar in concept to Dowding’s system and proved 
quite effective.



1941
• Feb; the first raid by RAF 4-engine bombers (Sterling)
• RAF continues night raids including Berlin, Bremen, 

Hanover, the Ruhr, and Cologne plus daylight targets in 
occupied Europe. In general, results are disappointing.

• After 2 months of evaluation, on 18 August the Butt 
Report was issued:
– Only 5% of all bombs sent into Germany dropped within 5 miles 

of their target.
– Summary: “Generally, RAF bombers couldn’t find their targets 

and even when they did, they couldn’t hit them.”



Results of the Butt Report
• Bomber Command needed to 

make three changes:
– They needed effective heavy 

strategic bombers (Beaverbrook)
– They needed to develop effective 

electronic navigation and targeting 
systems (Tizard)

– They needed new leadership at 
the top. (ACM Portal)

Air Marshall Arthur (Bomber) Harris



British Heavy Bombers
Stirling

Halifax
(6100 built)

Lancaster
(7300 built)



Wizard War
• Gee; March ‘42 Gee is used for the first time. Navigation system 

using hyperbolic radio waves. One way system.
• Oboe; December ’42, radio transponder system for target 

location. Highly accurate.
– Gee & Oboe were good out to 350 miles

• H2S; radar bombing system dependent on radar signature of the 
target. Introduced in early 1943.

• These systems would be used for the rest of the war
• This only touches the surface of electronic measures and counter-

measures used by the two sides during this campaign (some 78 
systems in total) 



H2S 
and 
H2X



The RAF gets better
(1942)

• Feb: Air Marshall Harris takes over Bomber Command
• War Cabinet accepts “dehousing” as the key strategic concept (Area Bombing Directive of 14 

Feb 1942: Lindemann report)
– “To focus attacks on the morale of the enemy civil population and in particular the industrial 

workers.”
• This triggered a series of almost continuous RAF night  attacks for the rest of the year

– March 28: Lubeck is hit by 234 aircraft and severely damaged. In a 2-hour attack, 200 acres were 
burned out, and 300 civilians killed. First use of GEE. Losses were 5%.

– March 31: the 1st 1000 plane raid on Cologne; this raid destroys 600 acres, 59,000 houses and kills 
486 civilians.

– First use of the “bomber stream”; this is successful and will be used by the allies for the rest of the 
war.

– 59 planes fail to return. (6%)

• Harris establishes 30 missions as a tour and considers 4% losses as maximum 
acceptable.



The RAF gets better (2)
(1942)

• August ‘42: Nuremburg hit hard; 10,000 houses 
destroyed, and 4000 civilians killed.

• Sept: Major raids on Flensburg, Dusseldorf, Munich, and 
the Saar

• Between July ‘41 and Feb ‘42; bomber command losses 
averaged out at 3.8%.  However, there was evidence the 
German defenses were getting better.

• The first Pathfinder Force mission takes place in Sept. ’42 
over Harris’ protests.  This will become the norm.





What has the RAF learned?
• The losses in daylight bombing are not sustainable.
• Hitting specific targets is almost impossible, but with 

electronic aids cities can be hit and damaged severely.
• German defenses are getting much better.
• It’s older bombers (with the exception of the Wellington) 

are inadequate and must be replaced.
• The Ruhr is a particularly tough target because of almost 

constant cloud cover and industrial smoke.



The USAAF Comes to help 
(1942-1943)

• May 1942; 1st USAAF units begin arriving to form the 8th Air Force.
– Spaaz is named Commander of the 8th Air Force and Eaker is named as 

Commander of the 8th Bomber Command.  Arnold selected them because 
they were both “true believers” and members of the “Bomber Mafia”

• August 17th: The first American strategic bombing assault is made 
(on Rouen in France)

• Spaaz decides that 25 missions will constitute a tour of duty.
– He does not establish an “official” goal for maximum losses but 10% is 

recognized as unsustainable.
• Mostly however, the Americans are in the getting ready mode and 

arguing with the British about daylight bombing.



USAAF Heavy Bombers

B-17 Flying Fortress

B-24 
Liberator

Norden Bombsight



The RAF vs. the USAAF
• Both agreed that defeat of the Luftwaffe was essential.
• Both agreed that fighter escorts were not required
• However, they differed as follows:

– Precision daylight bombing (USAAF) vs. night area bombing (RAF)
– Destroy the Luftwaffe by

• Shooting it down and bombing it directly (USAAF)
• Paralyzing the overall German economy (RAF)

– widespread, general destruction (RAF) vs. the thorough destruction of a few 
essential industries (USAAF)

– There was also a paranoid element in the USAAF’s view of RAF objectives.
• At Casablanca in Jan 1943, the Combined Chiefs ordered them to start 

cooperating in a Combined Bombing Operation (CBO)
– Primary aim: “The destruction and dislocation of the German military, industrial, and 

economic system.”
– Secondary aim: “The undermining of the moral of the German people.”



Operation Pointblank
(June ‘43 until April ‘44)

• Pointblank was first proposed by Gen. Eaker to Churchill and 
involved “round-the-clock bombing” 
– USAAF precision attacks in daylight raids
– RAF “Broad area” night raids.

• They agreed to this in June 1943.
• The specific target was the destruction of the Luftwaffe by 

bombing fighter aircraft factories and shooting down the fighters 
that rose to protect them.

• What happened was “The RAF conducted precise general area 
bombing, the USAAF conducted general area precise bombing.”





The Defense of the Reich (1943)
• The Germans are initially dismissive of USAAF 

capabilities.
• Additionally, despite the CBO, German aircraft production 

is actually going up in 1943, but only of older models and 
with an emphasis on bombers.

• By the summer of 1943 the Germans have >800 fighters 
assigned to defense the homeland.

• With numbers, better heavy weapons and many more AA 
guns, the Luftwaffe is able to defeat the USAAF daylight 
bombing program by October1943.  



8th Air Force During Pointblank
• “Blitz Week” (July ‘43) – In 7 days, the 8th struck a wide 

variety of targets but,
• They lost 100 bombers (about 1/3 of available units)

• Bochum in the Ruhr (August ‘43)
– Lost 23 of 133 (17% loss rate)

• Ploiesti Oil refineries (August ‘43) (combined with 15th

AF)
– Lost 53 of 162 bombers (a jaw-dropping 33% loss 

rate)
• Regensburg Messerschmidt factory (August ‘43)

– Lost 60 of 376 bombers (16%)
– Temporary loss of 34% capacity at the factory



8th Air Force During Pointblank
• 1st Schweinfurt Ball-bearing factory (August ‘43)

– Lost 36 of 230 bombers (16%)
– Little damage was inflicted

• Combined for both raids, bomber crews claimed 288 
German fighter shot down (actual was 26)

• Then they took a break for the month of September.
• 2d Bremen raid (October)

– 30 of a nominal 72 bombers were lost (40%)
• 2d Schweinfurt raid (October )

– Lost 65 of 229 bombers (28%)
• Between August and October, the 8th lost 358 planes, 

over ½ of the available units.
• The Spaatz decides it must have escort fighters and 

puts off the CBO until he gets them. RAF still opposed 
despite the success of the Mk. IX Spitfires.



The Defense of the Reich (1943)(2)
• The RAF is doing better.

– Ruhr (Mar-July ‘43); 35 attacks resulted in a significant reduction in steel 
production and related industries

– Operation Chastise (May ‘43); Attack on the Ruhr Valley dams destroyed 
2 of the 3 dams for 4 months.

– Hamburg (July ‘43); 37,000 dead, 250K homes, 10 sq. miles
-Window and H2S   -First Firestorm (Oil based) -Better Pathfinder use
-“Master Bombers” being used      -7 missions over 8 days
- 2 USAAF (202 sorties) and 5 RAF (3769 sorties) – 9000 tons of bombs
- USAAF losses came to 10% (20); RAF loses came to 2.5% (94)

– Germans start using “Wilde Sau” and “Zahme Sau” tactics
• However, Nazi leadership’s fears (and Allied expectations) of a 

collapse of German civilian moral did not occur. 



Target Indicators (TIs)

Möhne Dam, 17 May 1943



German Village
Dugway, Utah - 1943



Firestorms
• A natural phenomenon usually 

found in forest fires
• In spite of repeated efforts, only 

four were actually created
1. Hamburg (July ‘43) : 37,000 dead
2. Kassel (Oct ‘43): 9000 dead
3. Darmstadt (Sept ‘44): 8000 dead
4. Dresden (Feb ‘45): 25,000 dead 

(NOT several hundred thousand 
as is often claimed)



Hamburg 
July ‘43
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Me–110 Night fighter

AA Gun



Early 1944 - The Tide Turns
• Gen Spaatz is named US Strategic Air Forces
• Gen Eaker sent to the Med and Gen Doolittle takes over 

the 8th Air Force.  
– Dolittle immediately went after the Luftwaffe.

• Operation Argument (“Big Week”) 20-25 Feb ’44
– Combined RAF/USAAF day/night operation against the 

German aircraft industry.  
– The real purpose was to bring the Luftwaffe up in numbers to 

be destroyed.
– This was the introduction of the P-51 Mustang



Speed – 440 mph
Range – 1650 miles
Ceiling – 42,000 ft.

P-51 Mustang

Enemy planes destroyed - 4950



Early 1944 - The Tide Turns (2)
• Operation Argument (2)

– The US lost 247 bombers and the RAF 131; However, the Germans lost 355 fighters 
(and 100 pilots).

– “…the Luftwaffe was reduced to a brittle shield.” 
• Dolittle then eliminated “close air escort” and established “air supremacy 

mode” of escort operations.
– Between Jan & May, the Luftwaffe lost 1684 pilots. This essentially killed it as an effective 

daylight fighting force.
• Meanwhile, the Harris attempts and fails to win the war in the “Battle of 

Berlin.” (Nov ‘43 – Mar ’44); 
– Plan – Drive Germany out of the war and prevent the Normandy invasion by destroying 

Berlin with a loss of 500 bombers.  
– Actual – lost 1100 bombers and while Berlin suffers, Germany was no closer to leaving 

the war.



D-Day
• April 14; Eisenhower is given control of all allied strategic bombing 

forces over the vehement protests of Spaatz and Harris (WHY?)
• Eisenhower did not accept the idea of strategic bombing (“The 

Bomber Mafia”) and believed in the pre-war army air power 
doctrine.

• USSTAF then conducted continuous raids to interrupt and destroy 
German communications, transportation, and supplies in 
preparation for the invasion.  This effort was highly successful and 
would continue until Sept 14.

• However, they still couldn’t hit specific targets and had to blanket 
an area containing the target.  
– An estimated 100,000 French civilians were killed during this effort.



The rest of 1944
• Luftwaffe is ordered to use Me-109s against the bomber 

escorts with FW-190s, JU-88s, and Me-110s attacking the 
bombers only after the escorts had been stripped away.

• Dolittle’s “Fighter Sweep” tactics make this ineffective, 
however.

• As the Germans are losing more and more experienced 
fighter pilots, they find themselves in a vicious circle.

• By November – December, AA guns are shooting down 
more bombers than are the German fighters.



The rest of 1944 (2)
• Meanwhile, the RAF was involved in a major 

technological night war with the Luftwaffe.
– For both sides, this includes improved radars (including ground 

and air-based detection, navigation, and targeting), radar 
jamming, radar counter-detection, IFF systems, and spoofing 
systems.  

– The Luftwaffe was getting the better of this effort.
• It was becoming clear that it was more dangerous to 

bomb at night than to bomb in daylight while escorted by 
P-51s.
– The RAF reinstitutes some daylight attacks escorted by P-51s



The rest of 1944 (3)
• In May, the USAAF and RAF start a campaign against German oil 

production, both crude and synthetic. 
– By November crude production had dropped from 180K tons to 20K tons. 
– Synthetic production dropped from 170K tons to zero
– This caused a 93% reduction in aviation fuel 
– Essentially the Luftwaffe was neutered for the last 6 months of the war. It 

also limited the Wehrmacht to defensive operations.
• This in turn collapsed Luftwaffe efforts to stop strategic bombing 

both by day or night.
• The Germans were down to using AA guns only

– They did have 39,000 flack batteries staffed by ≈ 1M soldiers



Year Germany United Kingdom United States
1939–42 250/75 200/50 –
Oct 42/43 200/50 350/60 260/60
July 43/44 200/25 330/75 320/125
July 44/45 140/25 330/100 400/160

Effect on Luftwaffe training

Flight training; total/operational hours** (per pilot)

** Hours a pilot spends in the plane he will fly 
in combat prior to his first combat mission.• In late 1944, Göring ordered his training 

command to train pilots more thoroughly 
but train them faster. (?)

• By this time, the Luftwaffe was losing the 
same number of planes to accidents as in 
combat.

The only ray of hope for the 
Luftwaffe was that ME-262s were 
starting to come on-line and were 
proving to be deadly bomber killers 
but, too little too late.



Me-262
Speed – 560 mph, 
Armament – 4x30mm cannon

Biggest limitations: 1. lack of fuel
2. 10-hour engine life



The Final Act
(1945)

• With the defeat of the German strategic defenses, the 
Allies were free to try and finish off the German economy.
– 72% of all bombs dropped on Germany in WW2 were dropped 

after July 1st, 1944.
– The order of operations was oil, transportation, ordnance 

production.
– In January 1945, German cities was moved to #2 to break 

home-front moral (Operation Clarion). For the next 4 months 
every major German city was hammered. 

• On April 16, Gen Spaatz declared the strategic bombing 
campaign over. There was nothing left to bomb.



Some final statistics
• Bomber Command lost 3.2% of all heavy bombers sent out

– This meant that a new crew had a 45% chance of being shot 
down before making the required 30 missions

– This is 15%> than Harris planned on.
• USAAF lost 12.4% of all heavy bombers sent out

– This meant that a new crew had a 70 - 75% chance of being shot 
down before making the required 25 missions.

• Overall allied bomber crew statistics:
- Unharmed: 24% - Killed in combat: 51% -POWs: 12%
- Killed in accidents: 9% -Wounded: 3% - Escaped: 1%



1935-1939  (Ave) 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944
2.4 6.0 6.0 8.5 13.5 17.0

German Munitions production in billions of dollars

This is the data that causes so much confusion.  
Key Points:

• These are data points, not trends
• They make no allowance for the shift to a 

wartime economy
• They make no allowance for the goals 

which were not achieved

Did Strategic Bombing Fail??



RAF estimates of destruction of "built up areas" of major German cities[153][154]Bold* = population over 500,000

City percent
destroyed

Berlin* 33%

Cologne* 61%

Dortmund* 54%

Dresden* 59%

Düsseldorf* 64%

Essen* 50%

Frankfurt* 52%

Hamburg* 75%

Leipzig* 20%

Munich* 42%

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cologne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dortmund
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dresden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%BCsseldorf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankfurt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamburg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leipzig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Munich


Summary of Results
• 1.44M bomber sorties dropped 2.7M tons of bombs 

– (1.6M in Germany plus 1.1M on everyone else)
• This cost:

– 22,000 RAF planes and 79,000 men
– 18,000 USAAF planes and 79,000 men

• In Germany:
– 3.6M dwellings (20% of all German buildings)
– Killed ≈ 300,000 civilians & wounded ≈ 780,000 more
– It made 7.5M Germans homeless (11%).



Summary of Results (2)
• Strategic bombing of specific targets (oil, transportation, 

and munitions manufacturing):
– Resulted in air supremacy (destroyed the Luftwaffe) (late 1944)
– Collapsed the German economy (early 1945)

• Area bombing of cities did NOT:
– Collapse German civilian moral
– Contribute significantly to the economic collapse or the ultimate 

victory
• However, the overall campaign did force a major 

reallocation of resources away from the battle fronts



Therefore
• Strategic bombing could be considered a success because:

– it directly resulted in the destruction of the Luftwaffe, an important 
condition for the eventual defeat of Germany

– it ultimately collapsed German armaments production and distribution
• Strategic bombing could be considered a failure because:

– It did not (and could not) win the war by itself
– It did not break the moral of the German people; many historians feel that  

it caused anger which resulted in continued German resistance long after 
it was clear that defeat was inevitable.

• TAKE YOUR PICK!



Last Thought: Morality
• War & morality do not mix well but just war theory has always 

tried to square this circle.
– This is particularly difficult when addressing strategic bombing.
– What ever was done, it should have been just and proportional

• There were three basic viewpoints during WW2:
1. Deliberate bombing of civilians was wrong and could not be justified.
2. Strategic bombing should try to avoid collateral damage, but some 

noncombatant deaths were foreseen.
3. Bombing of civilians was part of war and was an acceptable strategy 



Last Thought: Morality (2)
• Here’s where I fall (for what it’s worth):

– The strategic bombing campaign against Germany was justified 
while the Allies were making an effort to hit military and 
economic targets even accepting much collateral damage;

– However, I cannot agree that once the Luftwaffe and the 
German economy collapsed, it was acceptable to plaster 
German cities for no militarily viable reason.

• This was in my opinion neither just nor proportional 
– The allies dropped 27 tons of bombs on Germany for every ton dropped on Great 

Britain (most of them after the war was won).
– Strategic bombing killed 7X as many German civilians (300,000) as British 

(43,000) (again most after the war was won).
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